Local Action. Global Impact.

Energy Heroes
A teaching and learning resource pack to help schools and
teachers deliver a series of activities designed to engage
pupils, their families and the wider school community in
learning about energy and climate change.
Lesson One – Energy Matters
Investigating energy use and types of energy through an
exploration of pie charts.
Lesson Two – How Much?
Calculating the cost of running home appliances within the
context of climate change and global warming.
Lesson Three – Day and Light
Calculating how much our lights cost and preparing to save
energy at home.
Lesson Four – Evil Standby
Solving problems associated with the costs of leaving
appliances on standby.
Lesson Five – Be A Saver!
Finding the mean and range of our data to tell a story about
energy consumption.
Lesson Six – Magical Maths
Using a range of measures and numerical facts to describe
what we have learnt about energy and climate change.
Lessons are supported and enhanced further by resources to
deliver:
Home and school challenges
An Energy Heroes whole school assembly
A pupil-led School Energy Audit
A Community Engagement Event
A pupil and adult Energy Quiz to assess learning the impact of
this project
An Energy Heroes press release.
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Welcome
Welcome to our resource, designed to inspire
and create Energy Heroes!
Teaching children to be ‘energy literate’ supports them to
develop lifelong skills that will help them to make informed
choices, now and in the future, about energy use and climate
change. Energy awareness and literacy are key in tackling the
problems of:

Tools for a
to include
governors and local businesses, organised by the pupils with
support from the Energy Heroes team.
tools to support pupils,
schools and partner organisations and to evaluate and record
their progress.

fuel poverty

‘My Data’
Key to the successful delivery of this programme is the

climate change.
By educating our children we can create lasting behaviour
change in energy conservation, in the same way that recycling
has become a social norm in the last 20 years.

. In order to establish
these links, and to encourage and enable behaviour changes,
Home Challenges are set each week. These aim to empower
the pupils to persuade others – using their new knowledge and
expertise – to use less energy. The Challenges include:

We know that children learn best when their learning is relevant
and interactive and has a real context and purpose. We have
seen that children also learn most effectively when they have
to explain what they know to others (deep learning). Energy
Heroes combines both of these powerful aspects of learning
into a series of practical activities and events.

Completing a meter reading
, the data from which
is used to calculate energy consumption and develop datahandling skills in class

Aims for our Energy Heroes
Energy Heroes is designed to motivate children in Year 5 by
providing them with the opportunity to investigate and explore
their own energy use and to
about the
importance and effects of wasting less energy and choosing
renewable sources of energy. The programme helps children to
to change
some of their existing behaviours associated with energy use.
Through this programme they will
the
impact of these changes. We believe this will encourage and
enthuse them to further share what they have learnt with other
members of their school and community.

Conducting a Home Energy Audit
Taking part in an Energy Heroes Quiz before and after the
project to measure progress
Designing energy cost tags for appliances
Making ‘Evil Standby Characters’
Composing an ‘Energy Rap’
Sharing information through leaflets and links to useful
websites.
Taking Inspiration from the 2014 Primary National Curriculum
Many of us become familiar with the programmes of study
as we plan our lessons and develop teaching and learning
sequences to support learning. If we look at some of the aims
and other descriptions of purpose for the National Curriculum,
we can identify direct connections to programmes such as
Energy Heroes that are designed to make learning ‘real and
purposeful’.

Our vision is to create a society where citizens
choose to waste less and save more, wherever there is a
choice to do so. They will be motivated to do this having
developed a clear understanding of the impact that particular
behaviours and choices have on themselves, each other and
the environment, now and in the future. (This is often referred
to as
.) Our programme is organised
into a series of resources, events and activities, set out below,
that enable schools to access the aims and realise the vision of
Energy Heroes.

For example, in Numeracy and Mathematics:
Purpose of study
A high-quality mathematics education provides a
.

Teaching and learning materials: six lessons, designed to
meet the requirements of the 2014 National Curriculum –
maths and science Y5.

Aims
[Pupils] should

Teacher training: an event designed to build the capacity of
teachers, school site managers and a partner organisation to
deliver this programme.

.
Teachers should
mathematical fluency.

delivered by a

to develop pupils’

Teachers should develop
reasoning in all subjects so that they understand and appreciate
the importance of mathematics. Pupils should be taught to
apply arithmetic fluently to problems, understand and use
measures, make estimates and sense check their work.

specialist teacher for sustainability.
A
led by the pupils and supported by one
of our energy experts, resulting in a related Action Plan for the
school.
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Welcome
[Pupils] should also understand the cycle of collecting,
presenting and analysing data.

Making posters for local businesses to display
Writing a press release about the energy event

And in Science:

Writing to your MP asking how they are championing energy
conservation and climate change mitigation.

Purpose of study
A high-quality science education provides the
.

At the event there are a variety of activities that the children
could share with their community. These include:

[Pupils] should be encouraged to understand how science can
be used to explain what is occurring, predict how things will
behave, and analyse causes.

The children performing their ‘Energy Rap’
A pledge tree where people can make pledges about how they
will save energy

Aims

Poster displays about how to save energy
required to understand the
today and for the future.

of science,

A pie chart showing how we use energy in the UK
A Switch and Save information stall

listed in each lesson plan. There is a focus throughout the
project on
and
learnt
number facts relating to energy and climate change to develop
problem-solving skills.

Energy-saving device information
Pupils (with clipboards) carrying out the Energy Heroes Quiz
with attendees
A prize draw for an in-home energy display meter

Some Practical Points
In order to assess the impact of this programme, an
is provided for pupils and adults. This is to be
completed at the start and at the end of the programme. It’s
that these are collected and sent back to us so
that we can analyse and evaluate what has taken place. We will
send you a report so that you can celebrate the achievements
of your new Energy Heroes.

A poster showing how eco-freindly the school is and what the
A ‘Renewables pursuit’ game, in which participants decide
where to place the renewable energy installations
An ‘Energy bike’ which participants pedal to light up the light
A ‘Know your home energy use’ quiz board

As pupils work through the activities, much of what they do will
be needed in future lessons. So make sure there is an
‘easy-access’ system to Log Books and monitoring sheets each
week.

A ‘Good energy’ stand, with information about how you can
buy renewable energy
A ‘Vision board’, onto which visitors and pupils add their
vision of a low-carbon future

The Home Challenges are an essential element of this

A ‘Big foot, little foot’ game in which participants match their
carbon footprints to the sources.

pupils as they witness changes and improvements at home as
a direct result of their work around energy and climate change.
Home Challenges are also often used as a resource in a
lesson, so it’s much easier for you and the pupils if pupils have
completed them!
In order to collect data effectively for the pupils to use in the
lessons,
, with
one lesson delivered each week. A more intensive everyday
approach won’t allow for the necessary spread of data to
be collected and won’t allow pupils to complete the Home
Challenges.
A Community Event
As part of this project we would like the children to share
their knowledge and deepen their understanding of energy by
inviting members of the community to an event. This could be
run by the class involved in the project, or possibly the school’s
‘eco-club’. It could be a standalone event, or part of the school
fair.
The event, in some cases, will be supported by one of our team.
Part of the programme will be building up to the event through
pupils:
Writing a letter inviting the Governors/PTA and parents to
attend the event
Writing to local businesses inviting them to make a pledge to
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Lesson Plan One – Energy Matters
Y5 Maths Learning Objectives

Y5 Science
Learning Objective

Number – Fractions
Recognise the per cent symbol and understand
that per cent relates to ‘number of parts per
hundred’.

Key aspects of other learning

Recording data using
tables.

Write percentages as a fraction with a
denominator of 100.

To know that energy is made from a variety of
sources and is used in a variety of ways.
To understand the terms renewable and
non-renewable energy, and to be able to give
examples of each.
To know that energy use in our home is varied.

Write percentages as decimals.

To know how to monitor energy use.

Complete information in tables.
Introduction – 10 minutes
Explain that all the learning that will take place over the next six lessons will explore data and other facts about energy with the aim
of improving our problem-solving and data-handling skills, as well as helping us to understand where our energy comes from and
how we use it.
Hand out the Energy Heroes Quiz and ask pupils to complete it independently. Explain that this questionnaire will be repeated at
the end of the project to explore what they have learnt. A similar version of this questionnaire is also ready to go home! It must be
given to parents to complete and returned next lesson.
Main Activities
A – 20 minutes

B – 15 minutes

Use the Exploring Pie
Charts worksheet. Recap
the relationship between
percentages, fractions and
decimals.

Prepare pupils to complete My Home Energy Audit as their
Home Challenge for this week. The data and information
they collect here will be used next lesson. Explore row and
column headings and how the table collects information.
Explain and give examples of home appliances.

discuss how it is organised.
Title? Units of measurement?
Key? Segments? Now try to
complete the missing data
in the other pie charts based
on what is known about
percentages and some ideas
about energy use.

Another challenge this week is to begin collecting readings
from energy meters at school. Go through the energy Log
Book and refer again to row and column headings. Explain
that kWh describes the amount of energy used, so it is a
unit of measurement. (The watt or kW is the unit of power.)
Plan together a rota of pupils to read the school energy
meter so that data can be recorded somewhere in class
for all pupils to copy into their Log Book. You will need this
data collection next lesson.

C – 10 minutes
Pupils should be aware of the
dangers and risks associated
with electricity. Explore together
‘Electrical safety in your home’
from www.switchedonkids.org.
uk.

Plenary – 5 minutes
Ask pupils to tell you what they know about where energy comes from. Share the Endless Energy? information sheet and begin to
discuss what effects different forms of energy use might have on the environment. What makes energy renewable?
Home and School Challenges
My Home Energy Audit
Pupil and Adult Energy Heroes Quizzes
Energy meter readings at school: collect, share and record in Log Books every day if possible.
Resources
Pupil and Adult Energy Heroes Quizzes
Worksheet – Exploring Pie Charts
Worksheet – My Home Energy Audit
Information Sheet – Endless Energy?
Energy Log Book
‘Electrical safety in your home’ video – www.switchedonkids.org.uk
Envelope containing Energy Heroes Quiz for Adults
Selection of home appliances (hairdryer, radio, phone and charger etc.)
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Exploring Pie Charts
Name

Date

Look at this pie chart. How is it organised? What does it tell you about energy?
What renewable energy sources can you think of?
UK Energy Mix in 2007
2%

3%
Coal
Natural Gas

28%

Nuclear
29%
Renewables
Other

38%

World Carbon Dioxide Gas Emissions from Fossil Fuels in 2006
What does the pie chart below tell you about energy?
Estimate the percentage for each segment.

China

Rest of
World
United States

India

Russia
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China

%

United States

%

Russia

%

India

%

Rest of World

%

Exploring Pie Charts
UK Energy Consumption by Sector
Estimate the percentage for each segment and write it inside the pie charts below.
What do these charts tell you about the changing use of energy?

Industry
Domestic
Transport
Other

1970

1990

2010

Source: www.evoenergy.co.uk/uk-energy-guide/

Percentage Domestic Energy Consumption by End Use in 2008
Estimate the percentage for each segment and write it
inside this pie chart as a decimal.
What does this pie chart tell you about how we use energy in
our homes?

Space Heating
Water
Cooking
Lighting and Appliances

Source: kate@mygreeninvestments

I understand that per cent relates to ‘number of parts per hundred’.
I know how to write percentages as a decimal.
I also know that
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My Home Energy Audit
Name

Date

Time of Audit

Room

List the appliances in this room.
If the appliance is actually on or in use
when you conduct this audit, put a circle
around the word.

How many lights are there?
Can you see what kind of lights they are?
If so, draw the bulb.

Kitchen

Lounge

Bedroom

Bedroom

Bathroom

Other
Room

Other
Room
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How many
radiators?

Endless Energy?
Renewable Energy

Solar Energy

Hydro-Electric
Energy

Biomass
Energy

Geothermal Energy

Wind Power

Non-Renewable Energy

Coal

Fossil Fuel Oil

Nuclear

Natural Gas
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If you have a
thermostat for your
check it. It should be set at around
18–21°C. If you turn it down by 1°C
you will save about £65 a year!
Have you got a
thermostatic valve
on your radiator?
If so, it should be
on number 3 for
the most effective,
steady heating.
Watch out! Is the
the top for just one
cup of tea? That
will waste energy
and cost £20 a year
extra.
Shower Power! A
shower uses 1/3 of
the energy needed
for a bath. That
would save you
£50 a year too!

Don’t let the tap run
while you’re brushing
your teeth! Just use
water to wet the brush
and rinse afterwards.
Leaving the tap running
wastes 6 litres of water
24 cups. And it costs
you £30 a year, too.

Don’t waste food!
The average UK
family throws
away food worth
around £540
every year! That’s
a lot of money
and a lot of
wasted energy.

Log Book
How
to read your energy meter – gas or electric.
Dial meter
Your dial meter consists of six dials. You read these from left to
right.

times so that you get it right! They need to ‘check’ the
box in your Log Book with a signature.

dial on the left and stop after the 1 kWh dial.

Don’t forget the top tips about staying safe around
electricity that we explored in the lesson.

Don’t read the last dial on the right . It’s only used for testing
purposes.

Digital meter

Remember that the dials move in opposite directions, as shown
by the red arrows in the picture below.
How to read a dial meter
If the pointer falls between two numbers, always read the lower
number. In Figure A you would write down the number 4.

How to read a digital meter with two registers
If your tariff gives you lower priced off-peak electricity your

If the pointer is directly over a number always record it. In Figure
B below you would write down the number 5.

The top row usually records the off-peak electricity you use. It is
marked LOW or NIGHT.

If the pointer on a dial falls between 9 and 0, reduce the reading
already taken for the dial on the left by one. For example, if your
original recorded 5, reduce this to 4.

The bottom row usually records the normal-rate electricity you
use. It might also be marked RATE 1 or RATE 2. Make a note of
the markings as this will be useful when exploring your energy use
later.

reading for the dial in the diagram below is 44928.

To take a reading, write down the
numbers shown from left to right
in both rows. Ignore the

My Meter Reading
Week beginning:
What is being measured? (Circle your answer)
Where is the meter? (Circle your answer)
Day

Time of reading

Solar energy generated

Home

School

Meter reading (kWh)

Monday

Electricity use

Family business
Difference in kWhs
since last reading
Not Applicable

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

10

Gas use

Checked (Adult signature)

My Meter Reading
Week beginning:
What is being measured? (Circle your answer)
Where is the meter? (Circle your answer)
Day

Solar energy generated

Home

Time of reading

School

Electricity use

Gas use

Family business
Difference in kWhs
since last reading

Meter reading (kWh)

Monday

Checked (Adult signature)

Not Applicable

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

My Meter Reading
Week beginning:
What is being measured? (Circle your answer)
Where is the meter? (Circle your answer)
Day

Time of reading

Solar energy generated

Home

School

Meter reading (kWh)

Monday

Electricity use

Family business
Difference in kWhs
since last reading
Not Applicable

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
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Gas use

Checked (Adult signature)

Lesson Plan Two – How Much?
Y5 Maths Learning Objectives

Y5 Science
Learning Objective

Key aspects of other learning

Number – Multiplication and division
Solve problems involving multiplication.

Reporting and

To understand what is meant by the terms
‘climate change’ and ‘global warming’.

Multiply numbers of up to four digits by a one –
or two – digit number.

from enquiries.

To understand that appliances in the home use
energy in different ways.
To know that there are ways to change the
amounts of energy we use and that this can
lead to savings in terms of cost, CO2 and kWh.

Solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts.
Introduction – 10 minutes

Ask pupils to get out their Home Energy Audit and compare what they found with a partner. Who had the most appliances? Which
room do you think uses the most energy? Where do you think energy might be wasted? What conclusions can you make about energy
use in your home?
Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet worksheet to describe the energy used in school last week.
Main Activities
A – 10 minutes
Show a short climate
change or global warming
good animations and
cartoons on YouTube
suitable for children.) Ask
pupils what they have
and why they need to
become Energy Heroes.
Why are renewable
energy sources good for
the earth?

B – 15 minutes

C – 15 minutes

Explore the cost of using different
appliances,
, using the
Appliance Photo Sheet. Pupils need to
use the Counting the Cost worksheet
to calculate the costs of appliances
in their own homes by referring to
the Appliance Photo Sheet and their
Home Energy Audit. For some pupils,
you may need to round amounts per
hour to make the calculations simpler.

Using the data on the Appliance Photo Sheet and/or
other online data research, design and make cost tags
to attach to and label appliances at home. These tags
describe the cost per appliance in terms of pence per
hour. Each child should be given six tags to clearly label
and design. These tags are to highlight energy use at
home so that families can begin to understand where
cost savings can be made. (For example: Only put the
water that you need in the kettle; turn off the radio when
you are not in the room; can your hair ‘air dry’ one day a
week?)

Plenary – 10 minutes
Begin discussing how to influence the energy use of the other people who live in our houses. Include the use of the energy tags
that have been made today.
next 4 weeks? What do you need to tell your family members? Can you be a good role model? Which appliances do you think need the
most attention?
Home and School Challenges
Safely place tags on appliances at home to describe how much they cost.
Begin trying to influence behaviours at home.
Continue to collect data. Share and complete Log Book meter readings for school energy use.
Resources
Information Sheet – Appliance Photo Sheet showing appliances and their running cost per hour
Worksheet – Counting the Cost
Worksheet – Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet
Blank tags to design and make cost tags for home appliances
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Appliance Photo Sheet

24p per hour

24p per hour

24p per hour

3p per hour

5p per hour

0.2p per hour

2.5p per hour

48p per hour

4p per hour
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Counting the Cost
How much energy do my appliances use each week?

How much do my appliances cost to run each week?

Appliance

How many?

Cost per hour?

Average number of
hours used per day

Cost per day
of appliance

Example: Kettle

2

24p

1

2 x 24p x 1 = 48p

Total cost for these appliances in one day at my house

I can identify the data necessary to solve a given problem.

I can select and use appropriate calculations to solve problems involving data.

I also know that
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Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet
Name

Class

School

Date at start of week

Meter reading at
start of week

Meter reading at
end of week

Total energy used
or generated (in kWh)
over the week.

How much more or
less energy used
than last week?
Not Applicable

Week One
Week Two
Week Three
Week Four
Week Five
Week Six
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Lesson Plan Three – Day and Light
Y5 Maths Learning Objectives

Y5 Science
Learning Objective

Number
Solve problems involving multiplication.

Key aspects of other learning

Recording data and
results of increasing
complexity.

Use all four operations to solve problems
involving measure.

To know that the energy we use is influenced by
a variety of factors.
To know that there are different types of lights

Introduction – 10 minutes
Collect in the parents’ Energy Heroes Quizzes and congratulate your Energy Heroes
change the way they used energy? Discuss what happened at home when they placed the tags on appliances. Were people
surprised by the costs?
Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet using data from their Log Books to calculate the total energy used or
generated in school in the past week. How is the energy used differently to last week? Can you explore why that might be?
Main Activities
A – 25 minutes

B – 15 minutes

Consider the use of one kind of energy user: lights. Look back
at pupils’ Home Energy Audits. How many lights were counted?
Look at the table on the Lights On! worksheet that describes
how much energy different kinds of lights use and what that
costs. Help pupils to calculate the cost of lights left on for 1
hour in their homes, using the Lights On! worksheet to record
their results. They will need to begin by rounding the cost per
hour up to the nearest 0.1p. (Pupils don’t need to be able to
remember exactly what types of light bulb are used in each
of their rooms. A reasonable guess is adequate in order to
develop their problem-solving and data handling skills and to
make the point that there is a difference between types of light
in terms of cost.)

Discuss what influences our energy use. Help pupils develop
short role plays that illustrate how to further influence
energy-saving behaviours at home. These could be for example:
a conversation between a big brother and our Energy Hero
about leaving their Xbox on overnight; a comedy sketch of our
Energy Hero zooming around the house turning lights off; a
mimed piece of ‘copy cat’ drama showing our Energy Hero
demonstrating energy-saving techniques to family members;
a solar salesman trying to persuade a home owner to buy solar
panels. (These role plays could be used in the Community
Event.) For other top tips about energy saving, explore
together the information on the Energy Saving Trust website or
explore some YouTube clips about energy saving and energy
conservation for kids.

Plenary – 10 minutes
Explore the Log Books that you have been completing at school. Explain that this week, pupils will be taking these home to collect
data about energy use at home instead of at school. They will need to speak to their parents/carers about doing this as they will
need to read either their electricity or gas meter. Pupils should ask parents/carers to check their readings and sign their Log Books
to verify the reading. They should use this activity in their capacity as an Energy Hero to further engage family members in
for everybody to do so we will be looking to share some collected data next lesson. Families will have been made aware of this
meter-reading activity in the letter that accompanied the Energy Heroes Quiz after Lesson One.)
Pupils will need their completed Log Books in school for the next lesson.
They also need to bring in a wooden spoon ready for some very evil work ...
Home and School Challenges
Be a light monitor and switch lights off if not in use.
Continue to try and influence energy-saving behaviours at home.
Complete your meter reading Log Book for home energy use.
Bring in a wooden spoon for the next lesson.
Resources
Worksheet – Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet
Worksheet – Lights On!
Energy Saving Trust website – www.energysavingtrust.org.uk
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Lights On!
(A) Type of light

(B) Cost per hour

(C) Where is it and
how many?

(D) How long is it
left on for every day?

Total cost for these
lights each day.
=BxCxD

(Example) Lounge: 2

6 hours

0.78 x 2 x 6 = 9.36p

60 watt
1 hour = 0.06 x 13 pence
per kilowatt hour
= 0.78 pence each hour

Total for 1 day =

Conventional
Incandescent Bulb

(A) Type of light

For 365 days =

(B) Cost per hour

(C) Where is it and
how many?

(D) How long is it
left on for every day?

Total cost for these
lights each day.
=BxCxD
0.26 x

20 watt
1 hour = 0.02 x 13 pence
per kilowatt hour
= 0.26 pence each hour

Total for 1 day =

Compact
Fluorescent Lamp

(A) Type of light

For 365 days =

(B) Cost per hour

(C) Where is it and
how many?

(D) How long is it
left on for every day?

Total cost for these
lights each day.
=BxCxD
1.08 x

80 watt

1 hour = 0.08 x 13 pence
per kilowatt hour
= 1.08 pence each hour

Total for 1 day =
Strip Light

(A) Type of light

For 365 days =

(B) Cost per hour

(C) Where is it and
how many?
(Example) Kitchen: 8

(D) How long is it
left on for every day?

Total cost for these
lights each day.
=BxCxD

6 hours

0.091 x 8 x 6 = 4.36p

7 watt
1 hour =
0.007 x 13 pence per
kilowatt hour
= 0.091 pence each hour

Total for 1 day =
LED Spot Light

For 365 days =
17

Lesson Plan Four – Evil Standby
Y5 Maths Learning Objectives

Y5 Science
Learning Objective

Number
the difference.
Measurement
Use all four operations to solve problems
involving measure.

To apply
mathematical
knowledge to
understanding in
science, including
collecting, presenting
and analysing data.

Key aspects of other learning
To know that appliances left on standby waste
energy.
To know that a watt is another unit of
measurement and that it describes electrical
power.

Introduction – 10 minutes
Did you manage to switch off lights this week? Who saw you? What difference did it make?
Explore and share pupils’ completed Log Books about home energy use. Was it easy reading the dials or counters? Which homes
have used the most energy? Can we explain why?
Fill in the Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet and calculate the total energy used for the week in pupils’ own homes this time rather
than at school. If any pupils weren’t able to collect home energy data, then they can share or copy another child’s.
Main Activities
A – 15 minutes
Ask pupils to compare data
consumption over the week
in their homes. They need to
illustrate this use on a bar
chart. Remind pupils how to
draw a bar chart, what each
axis will describe in this case
as well as the scale needed to
explain the kWhs used.

B – 10 minutes
Talk about the effects of leaving appliances on standby.
Standby is not free and it uses energy! The average UK
household spends £76 or 9% of their annual electricity
bill on appliances left on standby. How much is that
over 5 years? How long is your TV left on standby every
day? How many hours a week is that? Look together at
the Evil Standby ... Information Sheet and explore how
much energy is used by appliances even when they are on
standby. Recap what is meant by the term climate change
and how leaving appliances on standby can contribute
to this. If homes were supplied by renewable sources of
energy, what would be the effects on climate change?

C – 20 minutes
Each child makes an Evil
Standby Character ready to
take home. Use a wooden
spoon and a variety of other
materials to create this
character. Look at examples
on Google images of ‘wooden
spoon characters’ to give pupils
some ideas. These characters
can be taken home but could
also form part of a display for
the Community Event.

Plenary – 5 minutes
Remind pupils to continue to record and collect data in their Log Books about energy use at home.
Tell pupils to take their Evil Standby Character home and to take photos of him next to appliances left on standby. If possible, they
should upload these photos onto the Energy Heroes page on the website of your delivery partner in order to share with others and
encourage them to stop leaving appliances on standby. (Pupils should only include themselves or family members in these photos
in accordance with school/home policies for safe internet use.)
Home and School Challenge
Continue to try and influence energy-saving behaviours at home and at school.
Continue to complete meter reading Log Book at home.
If possible, take photos of Evil Standby Characters next to appliances on standby at home.
Resources
Worksheet – Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet
Squared paper for energy bar chart
Wooden spoon for each child, plus other materials to create their Evil Standby Character. (Fabric marker pens, marker pens, pipecleaners, elastic bands, glue, squares of coloured fabric and scraps, ties etc.)
Evil Standby ... Information Sheet
Pictures or examples of wooden spoon characters from Google images
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Evil Standby ...
How much energy do household appliances use?
Appliance

Energy use when on (watts)

Energy use on standby (watts)

Stereo

22

12

TV

100

10

Video recorder

13

1

DVD recorder

12

7

Digital set-top box

6

5

Computer + peripherals

130

15

Computer monitor

70

11

Laptop computer

29

2

Broadband modem

14

14

Answering machine

3

3

Battery charger

14

1

Mobile phone charger

5

2

Total

418

83
Source: http://www.sustainable-girton.org.uk/articles/standby.html

What is a watt?
A watt is a unit of power equal to the work done at the rate of one joule (of energy) per second. The watt is named after James
Watt. He was born in Scotland in 1736 and died in 1819. James Watt’s great claim to fame is that he greatly improved the steam
engine, making it easier for it to be used in factories, mills and mines. The unit of power was named after him in 1882.
Watt climate change?
Remember that if energy is produced by burning fossil fuels like coal or gas, then carbon dioxide is being emitted into the atmosphere.
So leaving appliances on standby contributes to global warming and climate change by blanketing our earth with this gas.

Coal
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Lesson Plan Five – Be A Saver!
Y5 Maths Learning Objectives

Y5 Science
Learning Objective

Number – Addition and Subtraction
Add and subtract whole numbers with more than
four digits.

To seek answers to
questions through
collecting, analysing
and presenting data.

Solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts.

Key aspects of other learning
To make connections between energy saving
and climate change.
To recognise the importance of exploring a wide
range of energy-saving behaviours.

Introduction – 10 minutes
Look at any photos taken by pupils of their Evil Standby Characters at home. Discuss how many appliances they found that are
usually left on standby.
Share and compare the home energy use described in pupils’ Log Books. Complete the Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet to
describe the total amounts of energy used and compare it to last week’s total. Is it greater or less than last week? Why might this be?
Main Activities
A – 20 minutes

B – 20 minutes

Look at the range of data we have accumulated. What story
does it tell? In order to compare data more accurately, explain
to the pupils it’s necessary to identify the average amount
of energy used over the course of our monitoring. Explain to
pupils that another mathematical term for ‘average’ is ‘mean’.
Explain that it is also useful to describe the range of data. What
is the lowest amount of energy we use each week and what is
the highest?
data sets as a class in order to secure their understanding of
this aspect of data handling.

Hand out the worksheet called Finding the Mean and Range
of our Data. Explore together how each table is organised and
what you need to do in order to complete the table. You will
need to take pupils through the process step by step in order to
get the right data in each column. Pupils who may struggle with
this will need to work in pairs with more able mathematicians or
work with the support of another adult. (If decimals have been
used to describe energy data, for most pupils these will need to
be rounded to the nearest whole unit.)

Plenary – 10 minutes
Discuss the Home Challenge, which is a more detailed home energy audit. Using the Be A Saver! Checklist, pupils will be conducting
which ones they think they will need to ask somebody at home to help them with. Some of these are tricky! But even the conversations
at home will encourage a more proactive approach to energy saving. Say to the pupils ‘Be a Saver! Go for it!’ Explain and remind them
that by saving energy they are also helping to save the world. If renewable energy sources and energy-saving behaviours were used in
all the homes associated with our school, our whole school community would be Energy Heroes.
Home and School Challenges
Complete the Be A Saver! Checklist and return it to school for the next lesson.
Continue to monitor energy use at home or at school (teacher decides which) and record it in your Log Book.
Resources
Worksheet – Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet
Worksheet – Finding the Mean and Range of our Data
Worksheet – Be A Saver! Checklist
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Be A Saver! Checklist
About my Heating

Check!

Is your boiler controlled by a Thermostat?
Can you change the times so that the boiler can come on and off?
If you have a hot water cylinder, does it have a good jacket on it?
If you have radiators, do they have numbered settings?
Do you have storage heaters?
Do you have loft insulation?
Are you hot water pipes insulated (‘lagged’)?
Have you checked for draughts and tried to seal any up?
If you have a thermostat, have you considered truning it down by 1 degree to save about 10% of your energy costs?

About my Home
Do you have double glazing?
Do you use the shower more often than a bath?
Do you recycle anything?
Do you recycle three or more of the following: food waste; garden waste; glass; cardboard; cans.
Do you grow your own food?
Do you usually travel to school on foot, by bur or by bike/scooter?

About my electricity
Do you turn lights off when not in use?
Is the water temperature set at 60 degrees or lower?
Do you have 5 or more energy saving bulbs?
If you have a freezer, is it clear of frost?

Is the washing machine operating a temperature of 40 degrees or less most of the time?
Do you turn appliances off completely rather than leaving them on standby?

How many times were you able to answer ‘yes’ to these questions? The more the better!
Write yourself a

1)
2)
3)
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Finding the Mean and Range of our Data
Name

Start date

Get the meter reading for each day from your Log Book and copy it into column A.
Work out the difference in energy use between each consecutive day, and write that amount in column B.
Add together all the amounts in column B and put this total in column C.
Divide the total in column C by the number of days in a week and put that total in column D. This is the mean (or average) amount
of energy used per day for this week.

Meter reading
for each day

Daily difference in
energy use

Total energy
used

Mean amount of
energy used in one
day during this week

A

B

C

D

Week One

Monday
Tuesday

.
.

Tues – Mon =

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Meter reading
for each day

Daily difference in
energy use

Total energy
used

Mean amount of
energy used in one
day during this week

A

B

C

D

Week Two

Monday

Last Sun – Mon =
.
.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Meter reading
for each day

Daily difference in
energy use

Total energy
used

Mean amount of
energy used in one
day during this week

A

B

C

D

Week Three

Monday

Last Sun – Mon =
.
.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
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Finding the Mean and Range of our Data
Meter reading
for each day

Daily difference in
energy use

Total energy
used

Mean amount of
energy used in one
day during this week

A

B

C

D

Week Four

Monday

Last Sun – Mon =
.
.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

My data about totals of energy used ranges from

to

I know that mean is a measure of average and that range is a measure of spread.

I can use the terms range and mean to describe sets of data.

I also know that
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Lesson Plan Six – Magical Maths
Y5 Maths Learning Objectives
To make rich connections across mathematical
ideas and to develop fluency, mathematical
reasoning and competence in solving increasingly
sophisticated problems.
To apply their mathematical knowledge to
science and other subjects.

Y5 Science
Learning Objective

Key aspects of other learning

To understand how
science can be used
to explain what is
occurring, predict how
things will behave,
and analyse causes.

To know that energy and climate change are
be described using simple and complex data.

Introduction – 10 minutes
Explain that this is the last Energy Heroes lesson, but that the energy saving must still go on! Complete the Weekly Energy
Monitoring Sheet to describe energy use at home or in school.
Compare with each other what was found out as part of the more detailed energy audit, Be a Saver! What things would you like to
improve in your home in terms of energy saving? How could you further persuade other friends and family members to waste less energy?
Main Activities
A – 15 minutes

B – 20 minutes

Explain that to check how we have done with our learning about
energy, we are going to do a Matching Pairs Activity. This uses
cards with different units of measurement and related vocabulary
about energy and climate change. There are 15 matching pairs, so

Discuss with pupils what they have learnt overall about energy,
using data and problem-solving. Do you feel like
What have been the most effective strategies for wasting less
energy at home?
Explain to the pupils that Energy Heroes need to keep saving

to each pupil and ask them to begin predicting what their match
might be.(A red card always matches a blue one.) They will need

of lessons they are going to write some short raps or poems
that can be performed in assembly or at the Community
Event in order to persuade others to keep saving energy too
and to consider using renewable sources of energy. (You can
download rap backing tracks from YouTube to accompany
these.) The raps or poems need to: illustrate what they have
learnt, be accurate in terms of information sharing and be very
encouraging.

the pupils off on their matching activity, asking them to sit with
when the game gets stuck, listen to pairs of pupils read their cards
an activity that could be used at the Community Event. If you time
the activity in the classroom, there could be a challenge for adults
to beat that time.)

Plenary – 15 minutes
Remind the children that all of the learning that has taken place over the last 5 weeks has been based around two clear topics:
learning about energy would have been possible without related knowledge about the number system and the way that data is
presented. Maths therefore is quite magical! It allows us access to all kinds of information about the world we live in. Kjartan
Poskitt (author of Murderous Maths and other titles) is a writer and mathematician who has developed some amazing tricks that
further describe to us the magic of maths. Show the children a short YouTube clip of one of his tricks.
Energy Heroes. Hand out blank
copies of the Energy Heroes Quiz that pupils completed at the start of the project. Ask pupils to complete this quiz again independently. After
Home and School Challenges
Keep up the good work! Make further plans to hold an event or stall to celebrate your achievements and congratulate the people
who you live with for making changes that save energy and the earth
Keep supporting and encouraging activities in school that remind people to waste as little energy as possible and explore
renewable energy
Send home the Energy Heroes Quiz for Adults for a second time. Explain to pupils that it’s important to test whether they have
been able to use their Energy Hero skills to improve their family’s knowledge and understanding about energy. Arrange to collect
the completed quizzes as soon as possible. Please return them in the envelope provided to My Green Investment.
Resources
Matching Pairs Activity Cards and Matching Pairs Answer Sheet
Worksheet – Weekly Energy Monitoring Sheet
Kjartan Poskitt YouTube video
Energy Heroes Quiz for Pupils
Energy Heroes Quiz for Adults
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Matching Pairs Activity
Cut these up into individual cards.

£540

How much food is
wasted on average by
families in the UK
each year

13p

Average cost per kWh of
electricity in the UK

12,000 hot air balloons
10 metres in diameter

Equivalent carbon
emissions from 80
primary schools

£23.11

Average amount of
electric energy used by
primary schools on
5th September 2014
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Matching Pairs Activity
Cut these up into individual cards.

£24

Saving made in a year by
turning your computer
off standby overnight
and at weekends

£60

Saving made by turning
the school photocopier
off standby overnight
and at weekends

9%

Percentage of total
electricity used by
appliances on standby
at home in a year

£8,000

Average annual
electricity bill for a
primary school
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Matching Pairs Activity
Cut these up into individual cards.

1°C

How much you need to
turn your thermostat
down by in order to save
about £65 a year

£64,000

Average annual
electricity bill for a
secondary school

/3

What fraction of the
energy needed to run a
bath does a shower use?

watt

Unit of measurement
for power

1
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Matching Pairs Activity
Cut these up into individual cards.

21°C

Recommended
temperature for school
classrooms

£29

How much it costs to
power your
TV for a year

carbon dioxide

The gas emitted by
burning fossil fuels
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Matching Pairs – Answer Sheet
How much food is wasted on average by families in the UK each year

£540

The average cost per kWh of electricity in the UK

13p

Equivalent carbon emissions from 80 primary schools

12,000 hot air balloons
10 metres in diameter

Average amount of electric energy used by primary schools on 5th September 2014

£23.11

Saving made in a year by turning your computer off standby overnight and at weekends

£24

Saving made by turning the school photocopier off standby overnight and at weekends

£60

Percentage of total electricity used by appliances on standby at home in a year

9%

Average annual electricity bill for a primary school

£8,000

How much you need to turn your thermostat down by in order to save about £65 a year

1°C

Average annual electricity bill for a secondary school

£64,000

What fraction of the energy needed to run a bath does a shower use?

1/
3

Unit of measurement for power

watt

Recommended temperature for school classrooms

21°C

How much it costs to power your TV for a year

£29

The gas emitted by burning fossil fuels

carbon dioxide
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Energy Heroes – Quiz for Pupils
Name

Class

School
Circle the answers that you think are the best. Sometimes you need to explain your answers too!
1. Do you think it is important to save energy in your home?
Yes

A little bit

Not really

No

Not really

No

2. Do you know how to save energy in your home?
Yes

A bit

3. Do you know how much your electricity costs per unit?
5p/kWh

10p/kWh

13p/kWh

20p/kWh

50p/kWh

£1,000

£1,300

4. How much do you think energy costs in your home every year?
£90

£400

£850

5. Do you think that saving energy is good for the planet?
Yes

A little bit

Not really

No

Explain! Why do you think that?

6. Do you think it is important to protect the environment?
Yes

A little bit

Not really

No

Explain! What is the best way of protecting the planet?

7. Climate change is the changing of the earth’s weather because the planet is getting hotter. What do you think climate change
is caused by?
More flooding

Too much carbon
dioxide in the air

Acid rain

The sun getting
closer to the earth

Energy that is
brand new

Energy that is very hot

8. What is renewable energy?
Energy that looks
shiny

Energy that never
runs out

9. We burn fossil fuels to give us energy. Circle all the things below that you think are fossil fuels.
coal

wood

solar power

petrol

oil

natural gas

10. Which two appliances in your home do you think use the most energy?

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. You are on your way to becoming an Energy Hero!
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Energy Heroes – Quiz 1 for Adults
Your name
Name of your child’s school

1. Would you like an in-home energy monitor in your home? Circle your answer throughout.
(An in-home energy display is a portable device that displays current and past energy usage and how much it is costing or will
cost. You may also know this as a Real Time Display. If you have a smart meter installed, it should have come with one of these
displays.)
I already have one

Yes

No

2. Will you switch your electricity supplier to make sure you’re on the best rate?
Already switched in the last 2 years

Yes

No

3. Which two appliances in your house do you think consume the most energy?

4. Do you know how much:
a) You spent on energy last year?

Yes

No

13p/kWh

20p/kWh

50p/kWh

10%

20%

b) Your electricity costs per unit?
5p/kWh

1%

10p/kWh

2%

5%

40%

6. Do you know how to save energy in your home?
Yes

A little bit

Not really

No

7. Will you seek further advice about energy-saving tips?
Yes

Probably

Not sure

Probably not

No

8. How would you describe yourself in terms of the way you use energy in your home?
High energy user

Moderate high
energy user

Medium energy user

I try to save
energy sometimes

9. Do you use a prepayment meter to pay for your energy?
Yes for electricity

Yes for gas

No

10. How do you currently heat your home?
Gas

Electricity

Other

Don’t know

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to your child’s class teacher.
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I almost always
try to save energy

Energy Heroes – Quiz 2 for Adults
Your name
Name of your child’s school

1. Would you like an in-home energy monitor in your home? Circle your answer throughout.
I already have one

Yes

No

2. Will you switch your electricity supplier to make sure you’re on the best rate?
Already switched in the last 2 years

Yes

No

3. Which two appliances in your house do you think consume the most energy?

4. Do you know how much:
a) You spent on energy last year?

Yes

No

13p/kWh

20p/kWh

50p/kWh

10%

20%

b) Your electricity costs per unit?
5p/kWh

1%

10p/kWh

2%

5%

40%

6. Do you know how to save energy in your home?
Yes

A little bit

Not really

No

7. Will you seek further advice about energy saving tips?
Yes

Probably

Not sure

Probably not

No

8. How would you describe yourself in terms of the way you use energy in your home?
High energy user

Yes

Moderate high
energy user

A little bit

Medium energy user

Not really

I try to save
energy sometimes

No

10. Are you worried about your energy bills going up?
Yes

A little bit

Not really

No

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to your child’s class teacher.
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I almost always
try to save energy

Congratulations!
YOU ARE AN

Name:

Signature:

Date:

Congratulations!
YOU ARE AN

Name:

Signature:

Date:

